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Winds of Hope Ministries

Major David McCann

JOURNEYING FROM STRESS TO WHOLENESS (8)
UNDERSTANDING EMOTION

MANAGEMENT OF EMOTIONS

Review the Basic Emotions

What is emotion?

An “open loop” limbic system.

Limbic: pertaining to the limbus, or
border; marginal.

Open Loop:

• Our moods affect others.

• Others can come to our
emotional rescue.

The Amygdala is deep within the most
elemental parts of the brain.

Naming emotions

Naming takes control.

• Naming at right level of intensity

Recognizing emotions of others
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Testimony

If I was not so weak

If I was not so cold

If I was not so scared

Of being broken, growing old…

I would be…..

I would be….

Emotion and Physiology

Autonomic nervous system controls physiological arousal

Sympathetic (arousing) Parasympathetic (calming)

Pupils dilate EYES Pupils contract

Decreases SALAVATION Increases

Perspires SKIN Dries

Increases RESPIRATION Decreases

Accelerates HEART Slows

Inhibits DIGESTION Activates

Secretes stress hormones ADRENAL GLANDS Decreases secretion os
stress hormones

Emotional self-awareness

The inability to notice our true
feelings leaves us at their mercy.

People with greater certainty about
their feelings are better pilots of
their lives

and have a surer sense about how
they feel about personal
decisions.

Out of control emotions

Impair reasoning (even smart people sometimes act stupidly)

May increase the likelihood that chronic emotional problems will
result, (e.g., clinical depression or chronic anxiety or hostility)

Managing one’s own emotions

Purpose of Emotions

Emotion Action / Tendency Communication Need

Sadness Slow down,
Withdraw

“There has been a
loss”

Healing

Fear / Anxiety Get away, Avoid Danger / Threat Safety

Anger Attack, Assert Someone is taking
advantage / unfair

Protection /
Drawing of
boundries

Joy Do more of same This is good. Satisfaction

Disgust Do less of same This is not good. Avoidance

Purpose for Emotion

Signaling function and motivation
(that we might take action)

Communication to self and others

Demonstration of need
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Purpose of Emotions

Emotion Action / Tendency Communication Need

Sadness

Fear / Anxiety

Anger

Joy

Disgust

Unwrapping Anger

Anger is a powerful emotion

1. It is a powerful survival tool

2. It is a response to pain (physical or psychological)

3. It is a source of energy

4. It is a secondary emotion

5. When we are angry, the brain downshifts to a more primitive
functional level

6. Prolonged anger is unhealthy

7. Repressed anger is also unhealthy

Unwrapping Anger

Unrecognized anger or unmanaged anger or excessive displays of
physical or verbal violence often produce:
Heart attacks

Degenerative arthritis

Peptic ulcers

Repressed fear and Anger produce:
Skin diseases

Rheumatoid Arthritis

Ulcerative colitis

Unwrapping Anger

Anger never expressed because of fear or excessive control:

Asthma

Diabetes

High blood pressure

Migraines

Benefits of Anger

The Benefits of Anger
Triggered by instinct for physical, psychological or moral self-preservation.
Harm or Benefit depends on use.

Anger
Keeps relationships operating smoothly

• Defending boundaries and values
• Properly expressed, implies our desire to re-establish contact

Owning our aggression
• Arouses mental energy to confront evil and injustice
• Reveals our values
• Protects against abuse and invasion

Responding to Anger

1. Ask what you are afraid of.

2. Ask what feelings preceded the anger.

3. Ask what other feelings you are feeling.

4. Ask what you are trying to control.

5. Ask what you can control.

6. Consider your options.

7. Choose the one which will bring you the most long term
happiness.
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Understanding temperament

Communicating emotions

Good communication – essential to relationship.

Constructing “I...” Statements

Maintain respectful attitude

Allow appropriate responsibility

Avoid

• “Put downs”

• Blaming

• Criticizing

Understanding temperament

Constructing “I...” Statements

A template (four parts)

1. “I”

2. What you want or feel

3. Event that evokes feelings (usually agreed upon)

4. Effect the event has on you.

“I feel ____#2____ when ____#3____, because
_____#4_____.”

Understanding temperament

Constructing “I...” Statements

Examples

"I feel (2) very scared (3) when you are late home from work,
because (4) I worry that something might have happened to
you.“

NOT

"I'm angry at you now because you didn't call me and now dinner
is ruined."

Understanding temperament

Common errors

Inserting “like” or “that” eg. I feel like....

Using disguised YOU statements

Avoid focusing on ONLY negative feelings

Practice on the positive ones.

Avoid understating the intensity of your feelings

Be careful about expressing anger (secondary emotion). Focus on
primary emotion... Especially when beginning.

Practice time

Construct two “I” statements, and practice them with your
“coach”/ partner.

One can be around a theoretical situation.

One must be around a REAL situation.

Responding to emotion

Name the emotion

Name the right level of intensity

Validate (respect) the person’s RIGHT to feel the emotion.

If appropriate, help the person to accept their emotion, and to
make an appropriate choice of dealing with it.

Allow dialogue.

Remember the importance of “process”.
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Loss & Grieving

Managing Losses.

Identifying the Losses Endured (Page ##)

Bereavement Management Exercise

I have the right to feel sad, to feel a great emptiness and to feel
frustration from the loss of ______________.

However, I choose to accept bravely this loss and to believe that
life still has beautiful things in store for me.

Loss & Grieving

Five Stages

Shock & Denial:

Anger (self, other, God):

Bargaining:

Depression:

Acceptance:

How long should the grieving process last?

Being at Peace with Yourself

Managing (dealing with) guilt

Forgiveness Exercise:

For the mistakes I’ve made, I’d be right to be angry with myself and to
reject myself for my entire life.

However, I choose to forgive myself and renounce any and all negative
feelings towards myself.

I choose to accept the consequences of my actions with courage.

I choose to remain positive about life.

Being at Peace with Yourself

EXERCISE:

I have the right and the reason(s) to be angry at my parents for
the wrong they’ve done to me and the good they have not.

I would be right to be resentful my whole life.

However, I choose to forgive them. I refuse all ill feelings towards
them. I choose to accept the consequences this has had in my
life.

I choose to embrace and accept them as they are: imperfect,
immature, etc.


